[A Survey on the Concurrent Administration of Erlotinib and Gastric Acid Suppressing Medications among Doctors:Concern for Drug Interaction].
Erlotinibis known as a key drug for the treatment of non-small-cell lung cancer. It is known to interact with gastric acid suppressing medications(AS). Concurrent administration of erlotinibwith AS is reported to decrease AUC and Cmax of erlotinib. From the result of a survey on concurrent administration of erlotinib with AS in our hospital, we considered that intake of erlotinib between meals in the morning and intake of AS after dinner or at bedtime certainly reduce the chance of drug interactions to a minimum. We suggested a direction of use of erlotinibto the doctors who used to prescribe this medication in their daily medical practice. We surveyed the doctors' perceptions of drug interactions. The results of the survey showed that 29% of the doctors were not concerned about drug interactions, although 81% of the doctors approved our proposal. By providing a suggestion for drug administration by analyzing drug information, the expectations of the doctors can be met and it also demonstrates the efficiency of pharmacists.